
Gateshead : 
Gateshead, the house belonging to her mother's older brother, is supposedly Jane's home             
after she is orphaned, but after the death of her uncle the atmosphere changes: 
 
Both her aunt and her cousins are able to express their resentment at Jane's              
presence.  
She is constantly reminded of her dependent status and the inconvenience to which she              
puts the family. 
She is excluded from family belonging.  
The Reeds' model of the family is in any case undesirable, combining indulgence of the               
children's whims and vanities with obedience to the mother's will and shot through with              
bullying, jealousy and spite.  
Jane's troubles are intensified because she is a convenient victim of the family's             
problems.  
She fails to conform to expectations of feminine and childlike behaviour by thinking for              
herself and being outspoken and defiant.  
She suffers from physical bullying when John attacks her and psychological cruelty when             
she is locked in the Red Room.  
As a result she develops a strong sense of fairness and a powerful reaction to               
injustice.  
She finds consolation in reading and the exercise of her imagination. 
 
 
Lowood School: 
At first, Jane's experience at Lowood is a continuation of her treatment by the Reeds,               
with the added physical discomforts of cold and hunger and the application of a harsh               
and narrowly doctrine form of Christianity: 
 
Once again, Jane finds herself reminded of her dependent status. 
She is branded a liar in front of the whole school 
Brocklehurst does all he can to suppress the natural ability in the girls – whether it be                 
their curly hair or their personalities. 
However briefly, Jane enjoys the companionship of Helen Burns.  
Conditions at the school improved after the outbreak of typhus and the reduced             
influence of Brocklehurst.  
Jane becomes friends with Miss Temple, whose teaching, personality and intellectual           
quality help in the formation of Jane's own character and intellect. 
Once Miss Temple has left, however, Jane becomes restless and feels that Lowood is a               
prison. She now feels ready to encounter a wider world. 
 
Thornfield Hall : 
Jane's arrival at Thornfield Hall marks the beginning of a kind of independence: 
 
She makes her own decision to leave the safety and security of Lowood, where she has                
been happy for ten years  
She obtains a post on the basis of her abilities and experience 



She displays courage and determination in travelling to take up a post in a distant and                
unknown location. 
From the time of her arrival, Jane feels that Thornfield is full of mystery: 
 
She finds that she is working for an absent and enigmatic employer. 
Adèle's history is uncertain, as is the story of how Rochester came to be her guardian.  
She hears strange laughter from the upper floors. 
Rochester's arrival comes at a time when Jane is again feeling restless: 
 
She first encounters him and his dog in almost supernatural circumstances.  
From the beginning of their relationship, Rochester is interested in Jane for her own sake.  
He encourages her to express her feelings and is fascinated by what her drawings say about                
the quality of her imagination. 
Jane comes into contact with a different level of society: 
 
In particular, Blanche Ingram offers a different image of womanhood. 
Jane is again reminded of her dependent status as a governess. 
The arrival of Blanche and the rest of the house party enables her to confront her own                 
feelings. 
It is at Thornfield that she and Rochester fall in love and plan to marry 
From this arises the solution to the mystery of Thornfield and Jane's departure. 
 
Moor House: 
 
Moor House offers Jane: 
 
Security and safety 
An opportunity for rest and recovery after her experiences at Thornfield Hall. 
Dear companions. 
Useful work in a local school and a small home of her own. 
It is while she is at Moor House that 
She becomes a rich woman 
She learns that she also has a family. 
However, her time at Moor House also presents Jane with a dilemma: 
 
She was unable to respond to St John's suggestion that she accompany him to India               
as his wife. But ultimately she succeeded in not responding. 
 
 

● Gateshead – the beginning 
● Lowood – low wood – a low point for Jane and one where vision and progress                

is hampered. 
● Thornfield – a place of difficulty and trial 
● Moor House – the wide open place suggestive of freedom/spaciousness 
● Ferndean – suggestive of green-ness and fertility, therefore fulfilment &          

creativity. 
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